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Letter from the Editor

Ouch! On January 1, 1981, the U .S . Postal
Service raised international mail rates 55
percent . We here at Kite Lines didn't even
hear about it until mid-January, just after
printing an issue . We could not announce
new rates until another issue was out .
And of course our subscription order
forms ("Little Puffs," we call them) are
printed in large quantities far in advance
of distribution . There was not a thing we
could do to protect ourselves from the
losses during the interim . Our new foreign
rates are now printed, with regret . We're
saddest that we've had to add a differ-
ential for Canada because of postal in-
creases in that country .

Domestic first-class mail rates were
raised soon after the international hikes
and are now in painful effect for us all,
including Kite Lines, where the mail is a
vital element in our work . Second-class
rates (under which Kite Lines is mailed)
have gone up as well, but not by as
devastating a percentage. For the time
being, we are holding the line on our
regular U.S . subscription rates .

Ouch again! We changed list maintenance
services with the previous issue and the
company failed to follow our instructions
to an absurd degree . We suffered missed
deliveries, lost copies and incredible diffi-
culties and delays over the problems . We
are now, of course, using a new list main-
tenance company, which we have selected
with great care! We apologize to those of
our subscribers who suffered . If you
missed a copy of the Fall 1980 issue to
which you were entitled and if we did not
catch the error, please let us know and we
will rectify.

In large part because of the problems
mentioned, we have identified this issue
by two seasons-Winter-Spring . There will
be no loss of issues to any subscribers, of
course ; all terms are being extended by
one edition automatically . We are deter-
mined to keep positive and to get a leg up
on our schedule over the next issues .

Life in the Kite Lines office can be tense
at times. At a peak of nontranquillity in
January, we had just taken delivery on
some beautiful new filing cabinets and
the innards of the old files were still
mostly in boxes in the process of reorgan-
ization while at the same time we had
received fresh magazines from our printer
which required immediate packing into

about 90 shipments for kite shops and
other bulk recipients . Tremors of chaos
were alive in the air, but they were
counterracted by the sense of festivity
that always accompanies publication of
each new Kite Lines.

At this moment a pickup truck
appeared outside our door. Out stepped a
stranger with a broadly smiling face . He
asked me if I knew him . I guessed-Mike
Weletyk. I was right . The Kiternaut of
Maple Heights [OH] was here, in town on
delivery work, and we chatted a bit
among the boxes. Mike is the flier of
50-and-more kites from one line, all of
them standard two-stickers, which he flies
from a giant reel . As told in a story in
Kite Lines (Summer 1977), he had
brought pleasure to his family and many
gatherings of people in his area with his
unique train of kites, his "singing angels ."
He had even been invited to Chicago and
other distant places to put on demon-
strations .

But all of that joy and wonder, all of
that great personal identification with an
unusual achievement, is stopped now .
The government in the form of the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration has said no .
"Too hazardous," they say . It smites the
soul of Mike Weletyk .

He tries to describe it in his Ukrainian-
accented English and the pain seeps out,
pain for his children and his audiences
more than for himself . There is no smile
on his face for a while . But it returns .
Mike waves as he leaves in his truck .

I am left thinking. Are kites always a
hazard to aircraft? Cannot any space be
found or warnings be made to assure a
little clear air space? Where does the
sacrifice of pleasure for safety reach an
unacceptable limit? What patterns of
control can we expect consistently from
the FAA in its various offices around the
country? But mostly I am thinking, how
can I help Mike Weletyk to fly again?

My mind frets around this question for
the rest of the day without an answer . I
turn to other work ; the question recedes
from the edge of urgency . But I write
down my thoughts that afternoon in
order to share them with you today .

1 Gentle breezes,





Letters
CORRECTING SLED HISTORY
Last night I was rereading a recent copy
of Kite Lines and thought that I would
take this late opportunity to comment .

I was sorry to learn of the passing of
kiting's Mr . Allison. In the Kite Lines
obituary, it was suggested that I had
found one of his kites and had changed it
somewhat to my ends . While Mr . Allison
had a profound influence on the Scott-
Sled, it was not quite in the manner stated .

Quite a while ago, about 1961-62, give
or take a year or so, I saw an ad in (I be-
lieve) Model Airplane News magazine in
which there was a sketch of the new sort
of kite then being offered for sale at a
Dayton address. (We lived in Columbus,
Ohio at the time.) I sent an order right
away, but the post office was unable to
deliver to the ad's address and so my letter
and check were returned .

That left me with a small line sketch in
a small magazine ad-and a lot of curiosity .
Now I'm sure that you will quickly agree
that a kite of the Allison-Scott-Sled vari-
ety is difficult to portray in a meaningful
way in a simple sketch, but it was all that
I had to go on . Some time later I emerged
with a kite, based on the magazine sketch,
that pulled like a horse but really didn't
fly . With a 30-foot tail (it was a five-foot-
high kite) needed to keep it right side up,
the kite would only climb to a 20-degree-
or-so angle. Still, that was something . So
back to the basement workshop. After
about half-a-dozen tries, the present
"Scott-Sled" configuration evolved and I
had a kite that pretty well met my needs
and there the whole matter would prob-
ably have stopped, except for the enthu-
siasm of my Dad .

Dad had a lively and extensive corres-
pondence going with the other founders
of AKA, and built sleds by the bushel and
sent them as gifts to his friends all over
the world . By this means, and Kite Tales,
did the "Scott-Sled" become known .

So, while I was certainly inspired by
that sketch, I have never seen an example
or a picture of Mr. Allison's kite, at least
until after his patent had run out . (In this
I'm assuming that the other commercial
kites-such as the "Wind Wizard"-owe
rather more directly to Mr . Allison's
efforts .)

I am sorry, though, that I did not
realize that he lived in Dayton when we
moved here from Cleveland late in 1967 .
I, and the kiting world, owe much to him

and I would have liked meeting him .
It is interesting that he described his

kites as polymorphic (which I did not
heretofore know) for it is not unlike the
thinking that went into the name "Scott-
Sled"! In case you did not know just
what I had in mind with "Scott-Sled,"
here it is (the "Scott" being too obvious
to comment on, of course) : the kite was
flexible, and it flew, thus making it a
flexible flier, and every child (at least
where it snows a lot) knows that a "Flexi-
ble Flyer" is a kind of sled . It never
occurred to me, as some have suggested,
that the airborne kite's shape reminded
me of a sled .

Polymorphic, or Flexible Flyer-yes,
we were, unknowingly, in accord .

Oh, well, that's the way the kite string
breaks!

Frank H . Scott
Dayton, OH

IT'S ALL IN HOW YOU SEE IT
Here's a shot of a Jalbert Parafoil kite
from a different angle, taken here in
Dayton, OH . I wrapped the kite line

around my waist and shot the picture
with an Olympus 1 camera with a 100mm
lens and a polarizing filter which darkened
the sky . The six airfoils appear to one
with an imagination to be three people in
slacks bending over and photographed
from the rear .

Myron E . Scott
Centerville, OH

WORLD RECORD COMMENTS
Referring to "World Records in Kiting :
Questions, Answers & Challenges" [Fall
1980 Kite Lines], I believe that a mini-
mum time period of two minutes is too
short for a "Largest Kite" flight . Launch,
climb and recovery could consume this
interval without achievement of stable

flight . I would prefer one minute of flight
for each foot of maximum dimension .
For heaviest kite, perhaps one minute per
pound of weight .

In addition to annual recognition the
categories may also be used for regional
records, i .e., "Largest Kite Flown in
Maryland ." I think that the codification
of record categories in Kite Lines is a
welcome addition to kiting .

Robert S . Price
Burtonsville, MD

We agree with the concept of "linkage"
of size recognition to duration of flight .
But wow! an 80-foot kite would have to
fly for 1Y2 hours! We'd scale the standard
back a bit. How about one minute per
yard or (getting with-it on metric) one
minute per meter of maximum dimension .
For now, that will be the new Kite Lines
standard, open (as always) to further
comment and refinement . We would be
pleased, though, to see Largest Kite efforts
made to meet the Bob Price standard.

LINE FRICTION REDUCERS
One of the problems in letting out kite
string with heavy kites is the strain on the
hands even with gloves . To alleviate this I
have used with much success a very simple
friction principle device, namely a half-
inch-thick by six-inch piece of dowel or

steel rod . I hold
the dowel in my
left hand with

my line looped once around the dowel so
it feeds out through the gap between index
and center finger. I use the right hand to
feed line in. Two loops may be needed
depending on wind velocity and thickness
of the line . I have broken 112-lb . test line
but there is no real strain on the hands to
cut them. If I want to wind in an even
bigger line for kites such as my 44 x 49 ft .
one, I either use the tow bar on my car or
else a brake bar which must be firmly tied

- something
solid . Ropes
from about

1/8" to 5/8"
thickness

can be rove through the openings and solid
bars, depending on the friction needed,
and then the rope just let out with one
single ungloved hand very comfortably .

Logan Fow
Hamilton, New Zealand



FLYING OVER THE MOORS
I caught the kiting bug a couple of years
ago after buying a plastic stunter whilst
on holiday in Norfolk . I have since built
up a fair collection of types and sizes and
spent many enthralling hours floating my
bright rip-stop in the sky . I am fortunate
in having an understanding wife (who
remains immune from the bug) and in
having a number of ideal flying sites within
easy reach from home . I live in the foot-
hills of the Pennines which largely consist
of wide rolling moorland . My kites have
soared many hours above the moors by
Haworth (home of the Brontes), where in
perfect peace I have felt the moor and the
breeze and the sun and cloud through the
line in my hand .

Earlier this summer I met Fred Coles .
Fred is 70 or 80 years young and has flown
another part of the moor near Gilstead,
the village where he lives, for some 20
years. He specializes in nicely crafted
cloth kites-Conynes, boxes, compounds,
Eddys-usually of substantial size and
often dyed bright colors. Fred and I have

flown together throughout the summer .
Our site above Gilstead is more easily
accessable and popularly used for family
walks and picnics. We have noticed there
are an increasing number of people bring-
ing their own kites and the sky has begun
to look quite busy at times .

We are members of the Northern Kite
Group and look forward to our regular
monthly fly-ins . We meet at various sites
throughout the north of England and our
membership is steadily growing .

I am looking forward to meeting your-
self and other kiting colleagues throughout
the world in the columns of your magazine .

Colin Richardson
Bradford, Yorkshire, England

MONTANA: THE CLOUDS BELOW
My husband and I are avid kitefliers, but
the only adults we've seen flying kites
during the past year or so were all gathered
at Gasworks Park in Seattle, WA, for a
kite contest. We do, indeed, feel very
much alone with our "unusual" avocation .
But we wish you city folk could share our

sky and our wilderness areas . Montana's
nickname, "The Big Sky Country," isn't a
wish-it's real . Some days it seems the
whole world is Montana sky : clear blue
and as endless as eternity . There's rarely a
day without enough wind to fly . And
places? We've still got places where no
human has set foot-places where the
only other person you might see in days
is a forest ranger . It's an incredible experi-
ence to stand at the top of a mountain at
sunrise and fly kites above the clouds that
are rising below you!

Mrs. Dave Dube
Billings, MT

"THE KITE BROTHERS"
I've always been fascinated by kites, but
a few months ago, after reading David
Pelham's book The Penguin Book of Kites,
I've made the art of kiteflying an interest-
ing and involving avocation . A friend and
I built a five-foot Sauls Barrage and two
red Mylar° star kites which all fly well .
(The Barrage needs a few refinements but
flies well .) We were very impressed for



our first attempt in building .
I have a six-foot delta which I built

myself that has modified tail flaps. They
give it excellent stability . We purchased a
16-sail tetra, two Valkyrie deltas and also
a stunt kite that will keep us flying for a
long time to come and also bring public
attention .

Our friends jokingly call us "The Kite
Brothers" because of our frequent expe-
ditions to the mountains to fly, but I can
seriously say that we've "earned our
wings" with flying time and experience .
Building kites is a bit complex ; one can
say it's an art in itself!

I can't tell you how much your maga-
zine has brought us closer to a sport we
enjoy very much . That your magazine is
the only one of its kind in the U .S. makes
me and others feel special!

Paul Rusnak
Reading, PA

DISABLED BUT UP FOR FLYING
I am disabled and confined to a wheelchair
but have fair use of my hands. I would
like to take up kiteflying as a hobby . Any
practical advice on ready-made kites and
gear such as reels would be a great help as

I cannot make my own . Do you have any
disabled readers whom I could write to?

John Winfield
16, Raglan Gardens

Newark, Nottinghamshire NG244BS
England

Kiters, why not send John Winfield a few
lines (both kinds)-and maybe a kite, too?

CORRECTIONS
In Tal Streeter's article on "Kites as Art"
in the Fall 1980 Kite Lines, one of the
kites was improperly identified . On page
24, picture number 3 is of a "Delaporta"
kite by Sandra Rhodes of New Haven,
CT. Also on page 22, the Ghost Clipper
kite was designed by Craig Stratton of
Stratton Air Engineering rather than by
Ken Bourgeois. "Ken the Bushman" has
collaborated with Stratton and designed
many kites-but not the Ghost Clipper . Tal
Streeter and Kite Lines regret the errors .





What's New:
Kites, Books, Sundries

Kites
By Me l Govig, assisted by Valerie Govig and A . Pete Ianuzzi

THE GENTLE RAM
Just when you think kite designs have been
exhausted, along comes another fresh idea .
The Ram is an interesting new soft kite
by Paolo Ferrari, an English engineer of
Italian descent and a kite enthusiast over
the past eight years . In building frames
for large deltas, Ferrari encountered logis-
tical problems familiar to many of us. He
turned to inflatable kites as a solution,
but found that "as they grew bigger the
sewing and rigging became increasingly
tedious. I then decided to try to design
from scratch my idea of an ideal kite .
The following requirements had to be met :

"1 . It was to be inflatable, not rigid .
"2. It was to be simple to build, rig

and fly .
"3 . It was to be stable without a tail .
"4. It was to be able to fly in high and

low winds .
"5 . It was to be capable of being scaled

up and down in size without a loss of
performance .

"6. It was to be attractive in shape .
"7 . It was to be able to be made to

display a range of colours ."
Ferrari has met his own requirements

well with the Ram . His second criterion,
"to be simple to build, rig and fly," is
especially well realized . His kite is one of
the simplest we have seen, consisting of
seven uniform cones or segments of rip-
stop nylon sewn together, side to side, for
stiffening without sticks . On our sample,
each cone or segment is about 3 3 inches
long and tapers from leading to trailing
edge . The upper section has about twice
as much fabric . The finished kite is
bridled at the two front corners . The
Ram has, in fact, such simplicity that it
may suffer from lack of mystique . It visits
no agonies of initiation upon the flier as,
for example, the Parafoil does . Yet the
kite's simplicity is sure to stimulate re-
combinant processes in the collective kit-
ing imagination .

However, to be fair it should be said
that the Ram in flight (and it does fly) is
not a world beater . It flies steadily in
winds from 5 to 20 m.p.h ., but the angle
of flight is proportional to the wind speed .
The kite flies at about 30 degrees on a 5
m.p .h. wind and climbs to a maximum of

about 50 degrees on strong winds . A heavy
tail tied into the drogue attachment grom-
met raises the angle of flight only slightly .

In short, the Ram is a kite that does
many things well, looks good in the air,
exhibits a high quality of craftsmanship
and is a very original design at a price that
is not too expensive for an import, about
$30 ($40 or $50 for larger models) . But if
you love high-angle flying, you may find
the Ram a bit of a let-down .

One interesting discovery I made in lateral
trimming of the Ram was that trim was
achieved by lengthening the bridle oppo-
site the direction the kite was looping .
This is exactly the reverse of what you
expect with any other kite. With the
assistance of Luther Hux, I bridled the
kite for two-line flight and, sure enough,
a pull on the left cord sent the kite to the
right and vice versa! I know it happened,
but I am still in the process of figuring
out why . Perhaps someone out there can
enlighten me .

	

M.G.

TWO FROM MILE HIGH
Two tough competitors, both interesting
hybrids, have been introduced into the
fabric kite market by Mile High Kite Works .

The Javelin Delta is a fairly heavy,
very tough kite with a high aspect ratio in
heavy rip-stop and solid fiberglass sticks .
In design it incorporates (perhaps uncon-
sciously) the closed triangular keel of the

Martin Powell delta, the slotted fringe of
Bob Ingraham's delta and the curtain hook
connectors first used by Al Hartig .

The javelin flies well in moderate to
strong winds but does poorly on light
winds and thermals ; it is definitely most at
home in steady winds of 10 to 15 m .p .h .

The Flare from Mile High is a credible
flier in winds from 3 or 4 m .p .h . to over
20 m.p .h ., flying without a tail or drogue,
probably helped by the trapezoidal vent-
ing . This is not a kite to treat lightly in
winds over 5 m.p .h . because it creates
unusual lift for its size . It should be flown
with care for possible line burns on stout
line (I would recommend at least 40-lb .
test) . Like the Javelin, the Flare is a mix-
ture of design elements . Basically the
Flare as shown in Pelham's Penguin Book
of Kites, it has an Ed Grauel venting and
uses a system of connecting the upper
spar very similar to that in Stormy
Weathers's Winged Victory .

Both the Javelin and the Flare have
fiberglass spars that leave those annoying,
hairy splinters in your fingers . It's time
manufacturers found a way to eliminate
this nettle from the flower bed of kites .
The first to do so will gain our praise .

LOIS CLARK'S HURRIKITES
About 18 months ago, a woman from Utah
wrote to us and said she was making some
kites for her own pleasure and wondered
if there were any market for them. From
her words and photographs, the kites







seemed to be beautiful, but only after
seeing the kites themselves in Seattle did
we realize how pale the descriptions had
been in comparison to the brilliance and
artistry shown by this crafter .

Lois Clark's kites do not compare to
any others we have seen . They derive their
design from the Nagasaki-Hata-nearly
square, flown as diamonds, with tassels at
the wing tips. A light fiberglass cross-spar
lets them fly at winds from 5 to 10 m .p .h .
Above 10 m.p .h. they can be flown by
replacing the fiberglass with 1/4-inch dowel
and adding a loop of tail about 12 feet
long from wing to wing . The flying is
tamer than most fighters, but not utterly
stable either, an appealing combination
of traits to the experienced kiter .

As craft, they are beautiful in the hand,
on the wall or in the air. Classic designs
from the Pennsylvania Dutch, the Irish
and the East are adapted and sewn in
vivid color combinations, using satin stitch

on cotton blend fibers, inset (cut out
behind) to give distinct color separation
in the sky . The workmanship is about as
near to perfect as human hand-and-eye
could make it . We hear Ms . Clark has now
begun to sell some of her kites in a few
shops for prices that seem low, about $65 .
We hope her work will find a wider market .

If you love beautiful things, you can't
help but love Lois Clark's kites .

THE COMET'S TAIL DELTA
This new delta in flight is like most of the
quality nylon rip-stop models on the
market ; it soars on light winds and ther-
mals, requires constant line attention while
soaring, flies best in steady winds of about
10 m .p.h ., flies light on the line and
generally behaves as deltas behave .

The Comet's Tail is a good kite at a
good price, $16.95 for the six-foot model
we tested. But how is it distinctive? Well,

its makers have incorporated a number of
innovations of interest in their use of
materials and their construction tech-
niques. The cover is the softer rip-stop
used in clothing manufacture, which gives
the kite a gentle swish in the air rather
than the crisp rattle we associate with the
stiffer marine rip-stop . The wing spars are
inserted into cotton blend tape hems
sewn into the back of the sail-a tip
from a tailor, perhaps . The keel stick is
not enclosed in a hem as on most deltas,
but is inserted at top and bottom into
very tough nylon webbing pockets, which
should eliminate punch-out at the hose
and facilitate disassembly . The free keel
stick also allows the formation of a small
forward lift area between the end of the
keel and the nose of the kite . This helps
to keep the kite nose up and downwind
in moderate to strong winds .

All in all, the Comet's Tail is a satisfy-
ing delta with a few new things to show .

Reels Update
By Mel Govig ; Chart by A. Pete lanuzzi

Since our last review of kite reels (Kite
Lines Spring 1979), some new models
have come onto the market and some
others have, regrettably, disappeared-
while the search continues for the "ulti-
mate reel." So far, the most votes seem to
go to the Cuban Yo-Yo and their (forgive
the pun) spin-offs .

For myself, I prefer a reel I can tie off
or brake to prevent accidental self-launch-
ing. For a flier like myself, the reel's main
functions are to conveniently carry and
store line, allow for rapid winding-in of
the line (which I have invariably littered
over half an acre) and to solidly anchor
kites, especially when I wish to pass one
to another flier or just hold while I light
my pipe . So far, I have found few reels
that beat a big deep-sea fishing reel, but
in fact I use an assortment of equipment,
some as crude as wire spools with sticks
put through the center .

Though I haven't found my ideal reel
(and am not sure I ever will), you may
find yours in one of these new models
now available. They all have merit if
used for the proper kite, line and wind .

I concur with Pete Ianuzzi's state-
ment applying to all reels now on the
market : none should be used-or
expected-to haul in hard-pulling kites
under pressure directly onto the reel .

BOBBIN
Carey's Kite Winder is a good, stout bob-
bin reel for those who want the cranking
leverage you can obtain from this two-
handled design . Made of strong formed

plastic, Carey's has free-turning handles
of convenient length and diameter as well
as "ears" at the ends of the bobbin, curved
out slightly to aid line feed . It stores flat
and is capable of holding prodigious
amounts of line-good for altitude buffs.

HOOP
The Peter Lynn Hoop : Those who have
met Peter Lynn appreciate the craft and
invention he brings to all his kites. Now
Shanti Spools is distributing his small
yo-yo, hand-turned from fine hardwood,
that can slip into your purse or briefcase
to accompany the little kite you sneak
along on business trips or walks in the
park. Only slightly smaller than the plastic
yo-yo, it holds several hundred feet of line
easily, is cool and smooth to hand-and is
definitely more aesthetic than the plastic .

TRUE REELS
Two reels, the KiteWinder and Camborac's
Mile High Winder, come equipped with
"horns" that can and will do a job on the
tender underside of your wrist if you fly
any but small kites with them . The new
KiteWinder is improved since its introduc-
tion in about 1976 by the addition of a
simple, effective brake . The brake provides
some buffer of safety to the finger-nicking
spokes of the design . The KiteWinder's
other features are rugged molded poly-
propylene body and a line tensioning guide
to prevent tangles in winding in .

Very similar to it is the Mile High
Winder kit which requires assembly . This
is simple to do with hammer and glue ; the

directions are complete and clear . Assem-
bly time for me was 30 minutes from
package to finished reel . It's a good kite
building project and a fair reel-as long as
you use caution and gloved hands .

The Kite Hauler from the Cloud Con-
nection comes as a pleasant surprise for
those of you who like the fishing reel
type but have worried about abusing your
deep-sea reel with heavy pulling kites .
This well-machined palm reel of polished
stainless steel and fiberglass is very well
made and smooth running . It is probably
the best-made reel for long, dependable
operation we have seen . Somewhat like
the Deep-Sky Reel design known in
England, the Hauler has an adjustable
strap to fit every hand (though it tended
to slip on some) . Adjustable drag is the
reel's most distinguishing feature . Expen-
sive, yes ; overpriced, no. Representative
of Nancy and Hank Szerlag's professional
style, the Hauler is class in reels .

AND STILL SPINNING . . .
The present crop of reels should be com-
pared to the established models that have
survived a few years on the market and
continue to deserve consideration. We are
listing them briefly here with prices (all
without line, except where noted) :

Hoops : The Cuban Yo Yo (about $2 .75)
and the Spool-Proof (about $4 .50) .

Spools : Shanti's hardwood spool with
strong cardboard core ($3 .50 to $8.00) ;
traditional bamboo-core spools from India
($2.00 and up to opulent ones at $50 .00) ;
various plastic spools at $3 .50) ; Flying



Tiger's nice little Spreel (about $5.00)
and Hungry Tiger (about $4 .50) ; and the
Kite Factory's rugged Flightube ($4 .00) .

True Reels : We regret to note that the
Weathers reels, long the mainstays for
heavy-pulling kites, are almost off the
market due to a heart operation recently
undergone by W.O. ("Stormy") Weathers .
We hope he recovers soon and we suggest
to those of you who either must have a
Weathers reel or simply want to wish him
well that you write to Stormy direct at
17707 S.E . Howard St ., Milwaukie, OR
97222. Other true reels on the market
include Gayla's handy little ratcheted
model (now at a more expensive $6.95) ;

and Bob Ingraham's Rayco Reel-E-Z, now
back in production at his usual high stan-
dard of quality (and at $25 .00 a good buy) .

REEL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SHOPS
Some kite stores have cultivated local
sources of supply for handmade reels,
particularly wooden ones from good
craftsmen, such as Charlie Miller in Mary-
land. His spool of solid pine for only $1 .50
at Kites Aweigh in Annapolis is just start-
ing to trickle out to other retailers through
distributor What's Up . Charlie also makes
classic, well-finished wooden frame bob-
bins at $3 .95 and $5.95 in area kite shops .

Similarly at Go Fly a Kite in New

York City, one of the truly smaller de-
lights is the Frank Rodriguez skeiner, a
little 2½x5 shape of masonite sold with
line to drop in the pocket. Like a number
of small spools, it's not for sale separately
but is a good way for a basic supply of line
to be sold . We'd like to see something like
this in every batch of "kite line" sold as
such on the mass market and usually wound
(not tied to!) a clumsy round of cardboard .

A few other kite stores have blazed
similarly enterprising trails in a quiet way,
and browsers will often turn up some
novel items (not only reels but kites and-
of course!-t-shirts) that make a visit to
your local kite shop a rewarding adventure .

"BETTER" THAN WHAT?
Better Kite Flying for Boys and Girls, by
Ross R. Olney and Chan Bush (New York :
Dodd, Mead & Co ., 1980), 62 pages, $5 .95 .

Yet another kite book for the My-Elec-
tric -Company- Gives -Away- a -Better- One
shelf . It rehashes history, makes hash of
kite categories and is so carelessly edited as
to seem schizophrenic, i .e ., "Use a coat
hanger for a stiffener" (page 31) and "Nev-
er use metal in the building ofa kite unless
it is a special experimental kite . . ." (page 45).

Experimental is what's on if a young
builder follows the book's advice :

"Take a stick or two, or no sticks at all,
an old shower curtain, window shade,
apron, or. . .a plastic garbage bag, and use
your imagination . Some astounding shapes,

have been built that fly well indeed ."
Following this is the book's sole effort

to give building instructions, for an
"Eddy" kite which has pictures showing
the frame being outlined with string before
bowing, while the text tells the hapless
builder to bow the cross spar before out-
lining the frame with string . No dimensions
are given for the kite, which appears to
have a cross spar considerably shorter
than the longeron when the true Eddy
kite is generally defined as having spars of
approximately equal length .

Plagiarism runs rampant through much
of the book, as in the safety rules which
seem reworded from the original code in
Kite Lines (without credit to the source) .

In its favor are attractive layout and

photographs . The pictures, of better tech-
nical quality than usual in kite books, are
all black-and-white except for the jacket
picture of a beautiful centipede, probably
by Tyrus Wong-and uncredited . Appear-
ance is important for this book's age group
(5-10 years), but content still matters .

The chapter on kite fighting raises a
question of suitability for this young
audience, though adult readers will
find it interesting and virtually the only
section that contains some material (from
Vic Heredia) that is outright new .

Interviewing and research are no sub-
stitute for firsthand experience for the
author of a kite book . Last but not least
among the shortcomings : Better Kite Fly-
ing has no bibliography .

Books
By Margaret Greger

DATA CHART-KITE REELS



KitesContinued
A PersonaI and Frankly Unobje ctive Review of the Legendary Falcon Kite, by Mel Govig

When Ed Hanrahan announced that his
kite, the famous Falcon, was coming out
of his hidden warehouse (which has been
nearly depleted for the 15 years I have
known Ed) and being made available to
the public through The Kite Loft in
Baltimore's Harborplace, I was :

[] surprised, [] pleased,
[] a little sorry to see the myth of

rarity dissolved, [] all of the above .
It is hard to review the Falcon without

reviewing a significant part of my life on
a string, since some of its choicest mo-
ments have been spent at the command
of a Falcon . Some highlights :

The "Kiss of Death" duels (which I
created with the indulgence of the Mary-
land Kite Society and woke up one day to
find immortalized in Will Yolen's book*)
were fought between Falcons armed with
lipstick-coated lines . God what a mess!

Rick Kinnaird was attracted to kite-
flying by media coverage of the Falcons'
second favorite sport, providing backdrop
and sunshade to vainglorious yarn-spinners
such as the pre-eminent Hanrahan (and to
a lesser degree Will Yolen, Delaware's Lt .
Gov. Eugene Bookhammer, myself and
Rick Kinnaird) . Ed would sip his breakfast
and describe the attributes of the Falcons
and Falconesses as favored by the winds
and the gods .

I'm reminded of the lasting friendships
that I have begun on friendly fields of bat-
tle with the above compeers, Nat Kobitz,
Ed Goldsmith, Ted Venetoulis and others .
My title as Mid-Atlantic Champion was won
from Gene Bookhammer at a stormy Great
Delaware Kite Festival at Cape Henlopen
and has been lost and reclaimed on that
honored field several times since in the last
decade. In every case, though we have tried

other fighter kites at times, the Falcon has
been the chosen kite for the critical fights
when the championship was on the line .

What makes this kite special, besides
the web of magic that Hanrahan has
woven about it in his oft-told tales of
combat and ladies in waiting? In fact, the
Falcon is not as responsive as an Indian
fighter kite in a light wind . It climbs and
dives with half the speed of a well-made
Korean kite. It doesn't pack the heavy
artillery of the Brazilian or West Indian
fighters with their glazed strings and tails .

But it is dramatic and menacing-looking
in the air. At over four foot from tip to
tip, it is nearly twice as large as most

fighters and probably four times the area
of small Asian and bowed Brazilian fight-
ers . It flutters in a strong breeze, giving a
sense of movement even in steady flight .
It looks very bird-like and, especially in
black, like a bird of prey . It is somewhat
pendular in its motions, hanging for a
split second after changing direction and
before charging off after its opponent .
Every movement is easily followed by
spectators on the ground . Because usually
the kites themselves actually engage
rather than hit at some invisible point on
the line, the crowd follows the action
with cheers and clapping-or with cat-

calls and laughter, as the case may be .
Techniques for fighting the Falcon

differ a little from other fighters . Because
all of the movements are broad, combat-
ants unintentionally burlesque the actions
of kite fighting ; arms move instead of
wrists or fingertips ; yards of line are
hauled in and payed out ; contestants
jump, dodge, run to urge their Falcons to
the fray . All this animation carries over to
the verbal infighting and byplay that are
as much a part of Falconry as the flying .

And a final important part of the sport
is the toasting and postmortems that
seem as inevitably to cap the day as a stir-
rup cup does the end of a well-ridden
chase. There is something almost medieval
in the brotherhood forged by the sport .
It's not a game for the timid or the "seri-
ous" kiteflier. It's a rollicking good time .

As to the kite itself, if you are not
familiar with the Falcon it will surprise
you by the weight and porosity of its
fabric . I have tried slick fabric covers on
Falcons and they don't seem to work .
The Falcon's struts were specially made
for the kite and are plastic-impregnated
fiber tubes-very light and very strong but
not reparable if broken (usually by being
stepped on). Made around 1960 when the
last handcraftsmen had not yet gone to
computer programming school, Falcons
were made with a lot of hand stitching
and an unusually complex bridle and
framing that required hand-tying of some
15 knots . It is doubtful the Falcon could
be made economically today .

The bridle is unique ; it was the one
thing in the design that I feel may have
justified the patent granted Hanrahan on
what otherwise was a Brazilian papagaio
kite with fiber tubes instead of reed struts .

The four legs join like two Y's rather than
V's and end at a common point . This
bridle allows movement left or right, up
or down, through a prescribed arc, where-
as the typical four-point bridle forms a
rigid harness.

Now with the Falcons out of hiding,
perhaps we will see new apprentices on
the field, each wearing the prescribed cap,
quaffing the regulation preflight lubricant
and conducting the mandatory postflight
conference . Custom permits some lati-
tude in dress, choice of beverage and
styling of eulogy, so long as the true spirit
of Falconry is maintained .

In every case, the Falcon has been the chosen kite when the championship was on the line .

It's Govig (right) vs Bookhammer at the kite
festival at Cape Henlopen, Delaware, 1976 .







DELTA DERIVATIONS AND DERIVATIVES : How-when-where-was DELTA born? It's a question that
pops up often and never gets answered very well . Delving into deltas, we find (as often happens with kites) that
no single clear-cut moment, all by itself, shines out as the birth-hour of this great generic kite . The delta developed
through contributions both curious and several . Some were major ( . ), some minor	 We track them here .

Ferdinand Lischtiak of Eggenberg, Austria-
Hungary, filed two U .S . patents, one of which
(on March 2, 1911) was for a bird-like kite with
two wingspars pivotally joined to create dihedral
and to fold for roll-up after flight . Though it
used no spreader bar, the kite might be charac-
terized as a delta precursor . The patent itself
seems to have been the only literature written
or activity engendered around this kite .

Francis M. and Gertrude S . Rogallo designed
and built the first wholly flexible kite in their
home in 1941 . It was a substantially square
shape of reinforced plastic sheet which assumed
birdlike dihedral (two conic sections) in the
wind by means of several bridle legs . The
Rogallos filed for a patent on November 23,
1948. Initial efforts to manufacture and market
the kite in the 60s through conventional toy
outlets were not particularly successful, but a
revival was attempted in the 70s by the Rogallo
family direct to kite stores and through Kite
Lines with more encouraging results . The
Flexikite was only one of many varieties of
stickless kites developed by "Rog" and his
associates working for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and using wind
tunnels at Langley Field, Virginia .
Will Yolen, a New York City journalist at

the time, became acquainted with Rogallo in the

late 40s and started flying the Flexikite every-
where-with the result of promoting not only
the Flexikite and kiting but Will Yolen as Presi-
dent/Founder of the International Kitefliers As-
sociation . [See Kite Lines Spring-Summer 1980 .1
The Rogallo wing's permutations were many

and included hang gliders, which have had
inspirational effects on tethered kite design .
Many kiters (Ansel Toney, beloved nonagenarian
of Farmland, IN, for example) have made
tethered kite versions of hang gliders, building
on their own, purely by visual example . The
popular belief has been that Rogallo designs
were the forerunners of delta kites .

Gayla Industries, Inc., of Houston, TX, the
largest manufacturer of kites in the world, began
business as the hobby of an architect, Bill
Green, and an engineer, Chris Christiansen . The
first kites were made in 1953 or '54 and their
design was the basis for the many improvements
and expansions subsequently made on it . Lester
F. Phillips purchased the business in 1961 . He
and Julius M. Christoffel filed patents for
numerous kite production processes from 1968
through 1975 and the refinements and revisions
continue each year, all based on the same design .
Les Phillips says, "I honestly feel that the

hang glider came after delta kites . The Air Force
purchased a substantial number of our kites and
tested them long before the work on the Rogallo
wing. I think it was Gayla delta wing kites that

brought this [the delta revolution] about . But
I can't prove that ."
Although Gayla patents were not filed until

years later, the kite was well distributed and
accepted from the first . It was available, low in
price, "modern" in design and easy to fly . Gaylas
are still like that and for $1 .59 are a good value,
even with the cartoons and bloodshot eyes .
As a footnote to this segment, Bennett

Arnstein of Los Angeles, CA, in 1978 acquired
a patent for a delta spar connector practically
identical to Gayla's . An earlier Arnstein patent
(filed March 24, 1975) was for methods of
attaching plastic cover and struts in a delta
marketed as a kit .

Alfred E . Hartig, better known as the Nantucket
Kiteman, first began production of his now-
classic kites in 1966 and filed a patent on them
on June 30, 1966 . Here for the first time were
the elements we now consider standard in
deltas : the curtain-hook spreader connections,
trailing edge tuck option and multi-choice tow-
ing points in the keel . The Nantucket Kiteman
'n Lady have been successful to the limits of
their manufacturing ability and consequently
show no concern about the proliferation of
models now for sale that are based (probably
often unconsciously) on the Hartig original .
Hartig in his black derby hat with red band is

something of a legend on the pleasant island of
Nantucket, off the Massachusetts coast . A steady

what is DELTA



flow of visitors and letters comes here asking
for kites-the 4-foot Ace, the 6-foot Valkyrie,
the Bat, the National Eagle and the (scarce)
14-foot Pterodactyl . His kites and his personality
have been the subject of much good press .*
It all started from the Red Baron, the first

kite Hartig made on a vacation to the Catskills
with his wife Betty in 1963 . He'd bought a red
plastic Gayla kite to fly and within a half hour
it was damaged by trees . He couldn't repair it
and as an artist and model builder he decided
to make one in cloth and a bit larger for extra
lift . He bought red fabric for 78 cents and four
dowels for 20 cents and spent about an hour
and a half building "The Baron ." It measured
33 inches at the center strut and 62 inches from
tip to tip . He took it out to a hill .
"The wind was about seven miles an hour on

a hot sunny afternoon . When I released the Red
Baron, to my amazement it flew gently out of
my hand, showing no signs of instability . I let it
go up 10, 15, 20, 30 feet, and held the string
tight. It flew straight over my head! I let it out
another 100 feet-it was great! Betty came in
about 20 minutes. As I brought the kite in
about eight feet above the ground where the
wind wasn't as strong, he suddenly started to
glide and he came right over Betty's head and
landed . But one thing bothered me, which was
that it glided-because when it glided I no
longer had control . And because of my being a
model builder, I said : 'I can put a hunk of lead

on the center strut in the back and make it
tail-heavy .' But then, just on intuition, because
the cloth on the front end was a little loose, I
thought : `Maybe there's too little drag at the
apex, and if I shorten the wing struts and increase
the drag area, maybe that'll be just enough .' So I
took two inches off each end . And then I hand-
launched it in the cottage and it stalled as it
should . There it was . That's the only big change
the Baron ever went through ."
Back home in New York City, the Hartigs

visited Central Park where they and their friends
flew the Baron and other models . They were
encouraged to make and sell their kites by
Surendra Bahadur and George Kelly of the Go
Fly a Kite store . Hartig set up the Ace-Hi Kite
Co . and sent a sample of his "delta" to Kite
Tales (predecessor of Kite Lines) for review . His
accompanying letter used the term "delta" and
Bob Ingraham also used it in his review . Delta
was part of the language by at least that date (Oc-
tober 1966) . The glowing report on the Valkyrie
concluded: "For sheer simplicity and superb
flying, we've never seen an equal to this kite ."
A few months later, the Hartigs were given a

chance to make kites on Nantucket and they
realized their dream of escaping the city . Since
then they have made thousands of kites but
have never considered mass production . Almost
reclusive on the island, they have many friends
through kites.

Russell S . Hall of Indianapolis, IN, filed a patent
on March 24, 1964, for an innovative low-aspect-
ratio kite . Barely a delta, its sail is detached
from the spreader bar which follows behind the
sail and carries pennant tail arrangements .
Tensioning line in the hem of the leading edge

provides the only stiffening there. This delta
mutant's reputation is for poor performance
and it invariably needs lots of tail .

The delta-Conyne variant was independently
developed and shared by several kite designers,
including the following more prominent ones :
Frank Scott of Dayton, OH, may have been

the first with his Valkyrie-inspired kite in 1967 .
Harold L . Wechsler of Monsey, NY, apparently

the only inventor to patent a delta-Conyne,
filed for his patent on May 16, 1972 .
Delta-Conynes have also been made by H . L .

(Hod) Taylor of Austin, MN (of Miami, FL, in
the winter), honored kiter and maker of 20-
foot-wingspan bird kites since at least 1973 .
Curtis Marshall of Baltimore, MD, separately

has designed and made elegant delta-Conynes
since about 1975, all with collapsibility features
and in sprawling sizes (to 24-foot wingspan) .
Takeshi Nishibayashi in Tokyo and Wyatt

Brummitt of Rochester, NY (Winter Park, FL,
in the winter) have been making their superb
delta-Conyne variations since at least 1975 .
Somewhat more recently, Carol Master of

Jamaica Plain, MA, in 1978-1979 designed
simplified versions of the delta-Conyne for easy
introduction (especially to children) .
In 1977 John H . White of London, England,

began experimenting with his HARDEC kite
(high-aspect-ratio delta-Conyne), claimed to be
the first of its kind in England . [See more
about John White on pages 36-37 of this issue .]
In 1978 John Sherburne, then of Rye, NY

(now of St . Petersburg, FL), a Conyne disciple,
became well-known at East Coast kite events for
his well-made high-flying delta-Conyne bird kites .
Finally, we mention the latest example of the

From left counterclockwise : Al Hartig in the spring of 1980
flying the Red Baron (Al says : "He has logged over 1000
hours and I fly him only on perfect days . The fabric is
getting 'brittle' and tears easily-so I have to be careful") ;
group in New York's Central Park in September 1963,
including Art Hocking, whose kite is the white one on the
right, "the first rip-stop nylon delta" ; Hartig's most recent,
his 10'%-foot "Great White Whale-stupendous in the fog" ;
and "the largest delta I ever made," Hartig's 14-foot
Pterodactyl . The first Pterodactyl is in the Smithsonian
collection . (Photographs courtesy AI Hartig)



delta-Conyne, a tissue-paper model by Leonard
M. Conover, founder of the Greater Delaware
Valley Kite Society (NJ) . His kite, aptly chris-
tened the "Hod Taylor Triangular Box Delta,
also known as the Delta-Conyne," appeared in a
recent issue of the club newsletter .

Ed Grauel of Rochester, NY (and Borrego
Springs, CA, in the winter), is a well-known kite

The Peter Powell Stunter is an exceptional
departure from the delta as most recognize it,
not because of its construction but because of
its adoption by thousands of sporting enthusiasts .
Its dual-line controls are not in themselves a
new idea, but the Powell kite combines careful
technical detail and a flair for showmanship that
have made it very probably the most-copied
kite in history . No wonder it was patented! The
U.S . filing date was July 16, 1976 . Some kiters
may be surprised that we classify the Peter

experimenter whose open-keel delta (patent
filed November 27, 1974) is now manufactured
by The Kite Factory and whose Zephyr is now
in production through Hi-Flier Manufacturing
Co., Gayla's strongest competitor and America's
oldest kite producer. The "OKD" introduced a
tapered, V-shaped channel designed to improve
delta stability but it did not overcome the ten-
dency of the kite to plane forward when the
wind lightened . It remained for the Zephyr to
carry the keel a step further with what Ed
describes as "a two-sided, nontapered air chan-
nel open at one end to let air in and closed at
the other end to keep the air inside-in essence,
a `balloon' keel . The air trapped in the keel
causes the kite to float on the wind ; hence the
appropriate name, Zephyr ." The kite is said to
fly "steadily and reliably in any wind from 3 to
21 m.p .h . in porous material or 3 to 27 in
nonporous material ."

Powell as a delta, but it meets all criteria to the
letter. The transvestite trailing skirt extension
disguises the kite as diamond or Eddy-type,
but a close look at the construction shows the
delta genes are there .

Helen Bushell of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia,
has filed patents in the United Kingdom, Aus-
tralia and in the U .S . on April 1, 1976, for her

Australian Evolution Trefoil, a delta with a
folded keel. Her son Alan writes from her notes :

"This invention has evolved as the result of 23
years of studying the effects of [delta] kite
construction and eliminating those considered
to be detrimental to balanced flight . These are :

"1 . Central stiffening member-causes strain
and drag in the laminar airflow .
"2 . Extended ventral fin (keel)-distorts and

throws the kite off course by presenting a curved
leading edge to the oncoming laminar .

"3 . Central support for cross-stay-takes great
strain where it crosses the longeron and also
holds the kite flat, thereby not allowing the
kite to conform to the laminar .
"To achieve a keel which divides the wind

without distortion and to eliminate the central
stiffening member effect, the mast or longeron
was lowered [placed forward within the keel]
to become the leading edge . This was done by
stitching the two wings together roughly paral-
lel to the mast .
"The slight tendency to overfly and to bow at

the mast was corrected when a curve or camber
was sewn into the top of the keel after observing
butterfly, bird and aircraft wings .
"Development has not stopped yet . Many

Trefoil deltas have been thoroughly designed,
varying from wide, graceful seagull kites to fast,
sharp storm designs. The effects of many curves
and delta shapes have been studied and each
design requires its own keel depth and shape .
Helen has designed and built Trefoil "Door"

shapes up to seven feet high by three feet wide
with an inverted curve and also many large
serpentine dragon kites up to 40 feet long . Her
largest Trefoil delta kite is 25 feet wide and is
quite capable of lifting me .
"The word `Trefoil' is derived from the three

working foils joined at the center along an aero-
dynamic curve ."
Since Bushell, the keel has been modeled in

some other interesting ways, notably as done

by John White in London . His folded keel delta
was flown on October 29, 1978 (as recorded in
Kite Lines, Fall 1979) . The published drawings
inspired Martin Powell of Rochdale, Lancashire,
England (a member of the Northern Kite Group),
to create his "Tunnel Keel Delta." More of a
hollow wedge, the gusset feature doesn't chan-
nel air but rather deflects it in an elegant curve .
As Powell tells it himself :
"Advantages? Well, the three-part bridle gives

you good wind range adjustment, the extra lift
provided by the splayed keel seems to help in
marginal wind conditions, and the continuous
curve cut into the trailing edge cuts out a lot of
the flapping seen in deltas . Finally-it looks
different and beautiful!
"There seems to be one disadvantage in high

winds; the wing spars swivel alternately causing
the kite to flap its wings in a rather bird-like man-
ner, although this does not affect the stability ."

The keelless delta variant has been "discovered"
more than once. Except for Rogallo/NASA,
Takeshi Nishibayashi was probably the first to
try it, recognizing that the keel as a fixed bridle
is heavier than line and can be eliminated to
save weight, provided stall can be attained in
other ways. In his book copyrighted in 1978,
"Nishi" shows eight-to-ten keelless deltas . They
are clearly illustrated, though all the text is
Japanese in this particularly creative kite book .
(Copies are available in the U .S . through the

ED GRAUEL'S
ZEPHYR
(full kite pattern)

CAROL MASTER'S
DELTA-CONYNE
(half kite pattern
from hack)

HELEN BUSHELL'S
AUSTRALIAN
EVOLUTION TREFOIL
(half kite pattern)



Great Winds kite shop located in Seattle, WA .)
W. D . (Red) Braswell of Manassas, VA, built a

very fine keelless delta, "Big Red," in 1980
(plans for which appeared in the AKA news-
letter, August 1980) . Made of lightweight Mylar®
the kite suffered little or no ovefly on the
occasions it was seen .
One of Ed Grauel's latest ideas, in gestation

in 1980, was for a kite he called The Flapper, a
keelless delta with a folded-back trailing edge to

achieve stability. It is undergoing further tests
and may appear in a future issue of Kite Lines .

The extremes of aspect ratio have been toyed
with as much as keels/no-keels in deltas. At the
one extreme (high aspect ratio) are the Soaring
Wings made by Wind Mill Kites of Louisa, VA,
and a few other brave examples (Nishi again
deserves mention) . At the other extreme (low
aspect ratio) are the square deltas . Yes, square
deltas . A contradiction in terms, you say? Well,
we have seen them in two countries, Japan and
America. To be exact, we have seen them in a
Japanese book and in American correspondence .
The book was authored by Kazuo Niisaka and

copyrighted in 1975 but received in the Kite
Lines office in 1978 . The correspondence started
at the end of 1978 with a letter from Bob
Quinlivan of St . Louis, MO, who told us of one
day flying a kite when George Lohman happened
by. Lohman is the kite designer for Crunden-
Martin, another mass-market kite manufacturer,
based in St . Louis . Lohman dubbed Quinlivan's
kite a sled . Quinlivan didn't agree :
"It's not a sled, of course, because it's not

bridled or structured like a sled . It's more of a
squared delta. But anyway it was a sled to him
and he was astonished that I had put a spreader
bar on what he thought was a sled . Ridiculous."
Curiously, the design was inspired by Crunden-
Martin's own snub-nosed "Phantom" delta .
The squared delta requires a tail or drogue .

Quinlivan calls it "this monstrosity" and use!
unglamorous black trash bags rubber-cemented
to wooden sticks. Other materials might look
better, but, as Quinlivan says, the kite generates
"an exhilarating amount of lift in a 10-15 m .p .h
wind-straight overhead with no overfly ."

Deltas can be made quite simply, as Carol
Master knows . So does Margaret Greger, Paul

Thomas, Bill Lee, Jack Van Gilder and the
5/20 Kite Group-to name only a few . Deltas
can be scaled up or down easily, and some very
large ones have been made by Frank Rodriguez,
Dan Lirot and the 5/20ers, whose 50-foot craft
is probably the largest on record . Deltas also

invite embellishment, as we know from the
works of Ken Bourgeois, Tom Van Sant, Oscar
and Sarah Bailey and Skye Morrison-again to

name only a few . Honors for the most orna-
mentally inventive delta-based constructions
must surely go to Neil Thorburn, designer of
"Stacked Deltas" and super-kiter of San Jose, CA .
The chapter on deltas is anything but closed .

Valerie Govig

DELTA BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION : Although deltas have become
probably the most popular design in kiting in the past 10 years, they are
sometimes a disappointment, especially for the novice flier. Here are some
keys to the delta's character and some tactics to use in coping with it .

Almost without exception, delta kites have two
annoying traits : they swoop and dive in turbu-
lent ground winds ; and they slip off to one side
or glide past the flier in light winds and thermals .
A look at some examples of well-behaved (and
less well-behaved) deltas gives us some clues to
the reason for these traits and some corrective
measures we can use to offset them .
In turbulence and heavy winds, the kites with

the least porous covers and highest aspect ratio
tend to be the hardest to control . In this class,
the Gayla and other plastic deltas are notorious
for their unfriendly behavior near the ground .
The extrawide (high aspect ratio) deltas (such
as the Soaring Wing) also tend to misbehave in
ground winds . In the case of the plastic models,
the problem seems to come from the character-
istics of the material-nonporous, with negligible
surface drag. These kites are such efficient wind
vanes that they follow the wind even in a small

vortex . On the other hand, the extrawide kites
respond too slowly to ground control, appar-
ently due to the small keel relative to the lifting
area and the centrifugal effect of the long wing
spars that tend to carry motion once started
beyond the point of natural correction . It boils
down to lack of leverage on a small keel area .
In either case, greater porosity in the kite

cover tends to dampen the effect and make for
more controllable flight . The high-aspect-ratio
kites cannot be corrected without sacrificing
the thing that gives them their appeal . In their
case, a high, fast launch, performed with the
confidence that comes only from failure, will
usually get you out of the turbulence quickly
enough to avoid disaster . Wingtip streamers on
either the slick-sailed or extrawide deltas will
often help you through problems at ground
level without too much loss of efficiency in
higher, steadier winds .

	

. . .Continued



WHAT IS DELTA?
Continued. . .

The problem of overflight, gliding and slip-off
(which I feel are all symptoms of the same
problem) is more universal and difficult to solve.
Three elements contribute to the gliding syn-
drome : forward center of gravity ; excessive lift
at the trailing edge ; and insufficient deflecting
or stall-inducing surface at either the front or
rear of the delta.
From my experience, here are a few correct-

ive principles that seem to help :
1 . The further the wing spars extend toward

the nose of the kite, the more it tends to overfly
and glide (the extreme case being the Glite,
which will not fly on light winds without a tail) .
2 . The further back the spreader bar is

from the nose the less the kite overflies .
3 . A keel which extends to the nose of the

kite defeats the effect of wing spars which
don't . For example, the Comet's Tail delta's
keel, by not being attached to the longeron,
actually increases the front lift by pulling the
cover down along the length of the keel .
4 . Some porosity helps the delta. The

attractive, durable Valkyrie made by the Nan-
tucket Kiteman 'n Lady is still the standard of
comparison for deltas on the market, largely
because of the porous fabric but also because of
the carefully balanced proportions in the wing
spar length and the flap at the trailing edge
which induces drag and reduces rear lift .

5 . Even with plastic or rip-stop nylon,
surface drag and especially rear drag can be
induced by fringes or slits in an "apron" at the
rear, pioneered by Jack Van Gilder and Bob
Ingraham and copied in the Javelin delta, the
Frostline (kit) delta and some other kites.

6 . Finally, forward lift and the necessary
stall can be induced by imposing an airfoil
shape on the wind-filled sails, as in the Australian
Trefoil design by Helen Bushell and the "Tunnel
Keel Delta" by Martin Powell of England .
There are other cures, but most tend to down-

grade performance in one way or another and
'lose the soaring qualities we associate with the
delta design .

Some comments on efficiency seem to be called
for whenever we discuss deltas or a number of
other kites. If you rely on the theory of low-
speed airfoils and pull out all those often-
misquoted and usually-misunderstood calcula-
tions of lift-to-drag ratios and centers of every-
thing, it would seem that an ideal kite can be
defined . Unfortunately, the craft described
would probably be efficient as a glider. But
efficiency as a kite can be defined only by the
purposes of the particular kite and kiter .
In the first place, a kite must be in a perma-

nent stall to fly well as a kite-that is, downwind
at as high an angle of elevation as can be main-
tained . How hard it pulls on the line or how
much of the pull is translated to lift are consid-
erations of the flier's desires and (ideally) should
be planned, not accidental . Because the delta
tends to adjust its angle of attack to suit the
winds, flattening against a light wind or thermal
and curving as the wind increases, the pull on
the line and the lift of the kite vary less with
changes in wind velocity than do other kites .
This tendency is regarded by many as a reflec-
tion of the kite's efficiency when in fact it
could be regarded in quite different terms by
classical formulae .
On the other hand the Jalbert Parafoil and the

weighted-tail flat kites respond almost directly
to changes in wind with proportionate changes
in lift, varied only by the minimal surface drag
induced at higher wind velocities (within the
range of winds usually encountered-5-20 m .p .h .)
The characteristics which make the Rogallo

wing an efficient and controllable glider design
tend to be the same characteristics which need
to be controlled to make it function well as a
kite. And, because of the dynamic changes in
the delta over a range of winds, solutions to the
problem of induced stall may vary as well over
the wind range . Complex bridling employed by
Rogallo has been abandoned for simplicity in
the delta kites, leaving only the framing, the
shape, the porosity of the cover and the config-
uration of the keel to be adjusted .

Mel Govig









Story and Photographs
by Douglas Cann

Knowing that Thailand is one of the kite
capitals of the world, I decided to carry
coals to Newcastle and take along two of
my modified delta kites on a recent plea-
sure trip with my wife to Bangkok .

There are many locations in which to
fly kites in Bangkok, two main ones being
the Sanam Luang Park in front of the
Grand Palace and Lumpini Park on Rama
IV Road . As the main season for kiteflying
is between February and April, my trip in
March gave me an excellent opportunity
to enjoy some kiteflying .

My two kites, which when flying re-
semble large birds of prey, were very
different from the Thai kites generally
available and would soon attract a large
group of children and adults . Interestingly,
the language barrier did not prevent me
from communicating . Through kites, I
made contact with the people in a way
that would not have been possible as a
"tourist ."

Everybody expressed surprise at what,
to them, was very thick line (30-lb . test) .
Also they admired my modified deep sea
fishing reel . In the main, the Thai children
use light cotton thread (or was it silk?)
wound around an empty can . The Thais
were equally impressed at how easily my
kites collapsed down by removal of one
wooden bar. The local chula and fighting
kites do not collapse .

The children fly their kites every day
after school till sundown and on the week-
ends. Needless to say, I spent many happy
hours watching the children fly my kites .

At the end of my trip I purchased
several kites from some young women
who sold kites every day at the Lumpini
Park. Bargaining is a way of life in
Bangkok . We began negotiating at $2 .50
each for the kites and eventually agreed
on a price of $4 .50 for three kites!

I talked to one young man who made
chula kites. He informed me that he
could make 10 kites a day, which surprised
me when I looked closely at the detail in
construction .

Everybody enjoyed having his or her
photograph taken, and on the final day I
left one of my delta kites with a keen
young kiteflier . If I return to Bangkok, I
wonder if I will see new designs in kite-
flying in Thailand. The Thais have been
making their beautiful indigenous kites
for so long that, in my opinion, it would
take a long time, if ever, before their
kites would become "westernized ."

My holiday is now several months
behind me, but the memories will always
be firmly imprinted in my mind .



DOUG CANN. a property manager in Vancouver,
B .C., Canada, has "been flying kites since I can
remember-5 or 6 years old . Living near the
coast in East Anglia, England, off-shore breezes
were always available ." Doug's 3 V,-year-old son
has been kiteflying since the age of 15 months .

Bangkok scenes, clockwise from top left : A successful sale has just been made in Lumpini Park ;
another kite shop doing business in the open air ; at Lumpini Park, a first "western" kite is flown ;
at Sanam Luang Park, next to the Grand Palace, some Thai children reel in Douglas Canes delta
after a good flight; the kitemaker himself stands next to his kites with pride .







Design Workshop

TONY GILBEY'S CAMBAFLARE
and (bonus) foraged kite .

By Tony Gilbey

I have been flying kites since I managed
to get the first one to work when I was
about 10 years old but until the last four
years or so I restricted the activity to my
annual holiday .

My "standard" vacation kite was always
made from materials "acquired" at the
place of holiday and ranged from plastic
bags to newspapers (thin type) and spars
from bamboo, packing case splits, reeds
or thin tree branches. The design was
always similar and they always flew!

- square flat sail, cross sticks, long tail at
least 12 times the side length of the kite .

I always gave these kites away (whilst

still flying) to the most interested child
spectator towards the end of the holiday .
I have flown (and given away) kites in
England, Scotland, Wales, Italy and Spain .

During the last four years I have been
"hooked" on the hobby and have made
and flown many types in rip-stop nylon .
I am a member of the British Kite Flying

Association, the European Kitefliers
Association and the Essex Kite Group
and attend as many meetings as I can
apart from my private flying and experi-
mentation. I like to keep my senses sharp-
ened up by flying Indian fighters and try
to encourage other kiters to have a try at
this fascinating and skillful facet of kiting .

Here is my latest design, the Cambaflare,
which has caused great interest wherever
other kiters see it at a high angle in among
the deltas . It has wind-formed camber
front surfaces and is a general outline of a
Flare, hence the name . It has some unique
features . With the bridle ring lowered it
will fly upside down . Also, because of its
dihedral shape, if placed on the ground
spine downwards it will launch itself
when the wind gusts around it .

Try a 10-minute trash-bag version of
the Cambaflare-all held together with
sticky tape and elastic bands, 36-inch
span, 3i, 8 -inch spars .

Tony Gilbey's original Cambaflare kite flies
well in light to moderate winds at a high angle .

FORAGED KITE
(to fly and make anywhere)

Bridle by fixing half diagonal length strings
at A, B, C and D and a quarter length one at
E, center .
Join loose ends of string at A, B and E

with flying line attachment loop and lines at
C and D together for tail attachment . Tails
made from fronds of paper tied to a line
should be AT LEAST 12 times the side
length of the kite (20 times is not too much) .

AN IDEA which I wish to pass on is to make a label or
name tab by putting apiece of white . yellow or other light-
color nylon in the typewriter and typing on it name,
address or telephone number, offers of reward or what you
will . Cut it out with a soldering iron and sew it onto the
sail at a convenient place . (If it is to be glued on . keep the
glue to the edges or it ruins legibility by making the rip-stop
transparent) . I think the label looks neat and professional .

CAMBAFLARE
By Tony Gilbey



FLOW FORM FOLLOW-UP

We have received some inquiries about the
Flow Form kite plans (published in Design
Workshop, Kite Lines, Summer 1979) from
kitemakers frustrated by trying to stitch
straight-line seams to curved ones .

Margaret Greger, who worked on Ed
Grauel's plans and contributed her sewing
expertise, responded by saying that you
treat this situation as you would in setting
a sleeve into an armhole, by running a
basting thread along the curved edge and
pulling it to fit the straight edge . If you
have a little extra material, just ease it or
tuck it in as you go . Some further tips
from Ms. Greger's experience after making
several Flow Forms :

"Spinnaker cloth is recommended be-
cause of its crisp, papery quality .

"Listening to the Parafoil makers talk
in Seattle, I also learned that they are
now putting vents in the interior ribs .
This allows air to flow from one tube to
another and facilitates filling and launch-
ing, particularly with the monsters . I saw
Flow Forms made of plastic, all taped
with doublestick and tucked as needed .

"Les Varley of Victoria, B .C., Canada,
said the ribs in the Flow Form pattern
were not correctly shaped and sent me a
copy of the rib pattern taken from a
Flow Form kite made by Ed Grauel . The
pattern does differ from the published one .

"Also, in San Francisco, Tom Henry,
another Parafoil maker, said that his rib
sections didn't always come out even
with the fronts and backs . I asked him
what he did . He said, `I cut them off, just
the way they do in the factory .' "

REVISED RIB PATTERN FOR FLOW FORM KITE DESIGN







Delightful DIEPPE:
As seen byJacques Fissier

It was indeed a great gathering!
Since the Grande Fete du Cerf-Volant*

organized in June, 1978, at Vincennes,
near Paris, by Japan Air Lines and the
International Herald Tribune, there has
not been an event in France of the impor-
tance of this prestigious international
meeting of kites at Dieppe, in Normandy,
September 20 and 21, 1980 . In fact,
thanks to the perfect organization of the
cultural affairs office of the town of
Dieppe, and with the technical collabora-
tion of the Cerf-Volant Club de France,
this competition served to establish the
consistent progress of techniques, of
imagination and of talent among kitefliers
of the "old continent ."

Thus, little by little, the kite is becom-
ing a means of universal expression, not
reserved only to a minority of initiates,
and demonstrates that it offers the indivi-
dual a way to retain a certain equilibrium
of the soul in a society robotized to an
extreme .

Let us thank first and foremost the
blessings of the Creator! He saved his
storms and downpours for the night, free-
ing the winds, carriers of hope, during
two beautiful days smiling with sunshine!

Meanwhile, the flights of migrating
birds were streaming along the coast
toward the southwest ; the grass near the
beach-usually the playground of area
dogs-was like a soft green carpet ; and, as
if a rainbow had strewn large flowers
from a futuristic world, the kitefliers
arrived, one by one, or in small groups .
Each cortege was watched by the dazzled
eyes of the inhabitants of Dieppe . One



Andre Cassagnes
works on one of his bird
kites while his striking
multicolor cellular star
attracts admirers .



was reminded of an invasion of citizens
from a strange planet . . and it was maybe
a little (or a lot) like that, because the
man or woman or child who likes to "send
himself in the air" with a kite is without
doubt an individual very different from
others ; while the mass of humanity is
stooped and crushed by fate and adversi-
ty, the kiteflier raises his eyes, looks on
high, facing the divine light-or more pro-
saically takes a good breath of fresh air .

England's Enthusiasts
The most early-rising were the English .
They debarked from the Brighton car ferry,
at least 30 of them. They had crossed the
Channel-very serious, determined to
defend their reputation if not their honor .
Leading the delegation was the gracious
Miss Julie Williams and her friends of the
Croydon Kite Group, their arms filled
with excellent equipment-Cody, barrage
and roller kites, Flexifoils, variations of
boxes, hexagons, Conynes . In numbers
was strength!

One could not help but notice proud-
as-a-potentate Ron Moulton, president of
the British Kite Flying Association, who
threw himself into the arms of the presi-
dent of the French club, Jean-Louis
Bouisset. Their friendship was truly a
pleasure to see .

Discreetly and effectively, Gill and
Jonathan Bloom from Ilford, Essex, took
from their pockets the fifth issue (con-
gratulations!) of their "Kitefliers Occa-
sional Newsletter."

Above all, the presence of (Sir?-he
certainly merits the title!) John White
was noted along with that of one of his

sons, Angus, almost nine years old . They
carried quite a few cases, from which
they extracted some marvelous apparatus,
including an impressive "HARDEC" (High
Aspect Ratio DElta Conyne) of 42 feet
total width by 9 feet height .

This dear John merits special mention .
For those who do not know him, he gives
a strange impression, mysterious, exalted,
to the point of causing fear among the
less secure . I must insist, however, upon
the great gentleness, kindness and even
delicacy of John . I will elaborate still more
in favor of his knowledge of the wind,
linked with his great care for aesthetics
and perfection . John White is a teacher of
chemistry and mathematics . He lives in
the southwest of London and belongs to
the BKFA. Probably he could also teach
the art of constructing and flying magical
kites . John is one of the wise people who
embodies "kite power" without violence-
and with Angus, his worthy heir, we are
certain that our philosophy will always be
well defended in Great Britain .

Flying Camembert
Holland was represented, among others, by
three eminent persons : Harry Daalmeyer,
Ton Oostveen and the celebrated Helmut
Schiefer, champion of the Low Countries .
Members of the Nederlands Vlieger Gezel-
schap (Dutch Kite Society), they tried to
drop (with an ingenious system of "go
and come") one of those famous and
odorous Camembert cheeses of Normandy.
Thanks to Helmut, Ton and Harry for
this happening! For the first time in the
history of the serving techniques of gas-
tronomy, the Camembert flew without
the least wasting of energy . Let us salute
these great pioneers and epicureans!

In Threes-Belgium and West Germany
Concerning the Belgians, we were not
very happy because, despite a widely cir-
culated and early notice, only three mem-
bers of the Cerf-Volant Club de Belgique-
A.S.B.L. had responded to the invitation :
Michel Dusariez, treasurer and founding
member of the club ; Nicole, his charming
wife ; and Marc Hiernaux of Brussels . They
will do better next time .

Let us also notice the very quiet parti-
cipation of three kitefliers from West
Germany and Westphalia . So retiring in
their little corner, or too timid, our

THE WINNERS : Contest 1, Motley kite (decora-
tive effect of mixed materials)-Andre Cassagnes ;
Contest 2, Painted kite-Andre Mignard ; Contest
3, Multiform kite-Peter Waldron ; Contest 4,
Fantasy kite-Alain Jeanne; Contest 5, Efficien-
cy (flight angle)- Bodey ; Contest 6, Traction
(in proportion to wing area)-Alain Jeanne .

Left, Thibault Guilet threads his artwork sky-
ward . Below, Cassagnes lofts his tetrahedral kite .



Above from left : John White at work ; a child at play (one of the few at Dieppe) ; Helmut Schiefer, champion of Holland .
Below left : the centipede of Chantal Barrett surprising the sun . Below right, from top : Georges Cavin carrying his "iron" kite ;
Andre Mignard, Club Secretary ; Jean-Louis Bouisset, Club President ; Francis Vilbe, "le doyen" with one of his several fine kites .



German friends should have without
doubt merited more interest in themselves
and their intriguing "flying cylinders ."
The next time, someone must go to their
gatherings and pull these kiters toward
the main event . Ah, if all kitefliers would
extend their hands to each other!

Out in Force-the French
"And the French, what did the French
do?" you ask . At home, they are sure to
set an example of good will . On the honor
roll let's write the name of the good presi-
dent Bouisset . Always friendly, always
ready to give information, always devoted
to the cause of kiteflying . The only regret
in this regard is that, too occupied by the
administration of the event, Jean-Louis
didn't have time to try the wind with one
of his creations . On the other hand, the
president of the Cerf-Volant Club de
France made a frank self-criticism of the
meet: he thinks that, as is true in other
things, it would be better to keep the
actual judging only for club members and
make different rules for the people at
large in order to introduce more numbers
to kiting.

A happy coincidence of the Dieppe
event was that the "doyen" of the French
club, Francis Vilbe, celebrated his 80th
birthday at this occasion! This happy
grandfather of La-Guerche-de-Bretagne
has been a lover of kites since 1906 . This
dear and worthy Frenchman is the oldest
known kiteflier in France-perhaps even
in Europe. He is especially happy when
he sends his Cody into the air, and never
talks of quitting . It is fantastic at this age
to be so young .

Why does Georges Rivals, the vice-
president of the Cerf-Volant Club de
France, separate himself from the crowd?
Georges secretly works on kite aerial
photography . He obtains some good re-
sults by triggering his small Rollei, thanks
to a dethermalizer fuse . (Hush, we will
speak of Rivals later and also of Vilbe,
the old-timer of the kite world .)

We must not forget the other good
friends of Kite Lines : Andre Mignard, sec-
retary of the Cerf-Volant Club de France,
a true master of the sky ; Andre Cassagnes,
who is called gros nounours (big bear cub)
and whose creations are extraordinarily
diverse, testaments to a great talent . Alain
Jeanne, of Calvados, flies a stuffed manne-

quin, to the great delight of the children
as the hilarious man climbs and descends .

Miss Chantal Barret has a workshop of
kites in Paris . She works there with en-
thusiasm and, in the company of a friend,
Francine Devienne, sells her products td a
famous boutique Le Nain Bleu (The Blue
Dwarf). A beautiful centipede by Chantal
leaped joyously into the sun, to the point
that the king of stars reddened it, then
the kite veiled its face by surprise behind
some clouds .

Very noteworthy also were Thibault
Guilet, of Nantes, with Miss Roseline
Compagnon-a quiet and engaging couple .
Thibault refuses to be enrolled in a club ;
he prefers his solitude, and that is his
right. For him, kiting must be a flying
work of art and he orients his research in
plastics and graphics in this sense. Very
interesting!

A Refugee and a Metaphor
The meet at Dieppe also permitted Juan
Carlos Tedesco, a political refugee from
Argentina, to make new friends-kitefliers!
His discovery of kiteflying is recent ; it is
not strange he would wish to escape from
an imperfect world. Juan Carlos has found
a certain insight to the soul, thanks to his
winged hexagon . Like many small things
in life, his kite had at first its highs and
lows ; then, spurred on by the hope of a
better tomorrow, it gained altitude when
given more line .

Paradoxically, in French one says
retenue to describe the line, using a word
with the double meaning of reserve, dis-
cretion, restraint . This line, which restrains
or holds back the kite, also allows it to
climb. Thus it is for Tedesco : the retenue
liberates him!

An Historic Note
Kite Lines and kiters everywhere con-
gratulate the benevolent members of the
meet's committee in the town of Dieppe,
who served a pleasant repast to the parti-
cipants a hop-and-skip from the beach . It
was at this place in August, 1942, that a
raid by Canadian soldiers to liberate
France resulted in a terrible defeat . This
is not a simple coincidence because all of
us bow before the sacrifice of these men .
It is necessary to enjoy again, to be flown
by the kite, during the two too-short days
for bringing together ideas and hearts .

Left, from top : Juan Carlos Tedesco, refugee
with kite; the sweet energy of Guy Gerard ;
the mannequin by Alain Jeanne tumbling among
the delighted, laughing children .



Counterclockwise from top left : Banner of the Cerf-Volant Club de France ; Alain Jeanne, flier of the mannequin ; the Flying
Camembert operation in care of Daalmeyer and Oostveen of Holland ; an English visitor showing a crystal ball rig for a camera kite-lift ;
John White and his son Angus preparing to fly a "HARDEC" ; kite pull being measured by a civic official of the Town of Dieppe ;
more inventive kites by Cassagnes ; a light paper creation by Thibault Guilet ; a ladder kite on the climb .

JACQUES FISSIER is a journalist
and photographer extraordinaire who
lives in France and loves kites .





KITE CLUBS
an international smorgasbord

A day in the life of the Maryland Kite Society, October 5, 1974, Burtonsville, MD . An
unexpectedly memorable moment of fine winds, fine friends, fine kites . Photo : Anneke Davis

86% growth in three years!
How many avocations
can show that kind of

vitality? In 1978, when Kite Lines
first surveyed kite clubs and associ-
ations, there were 28 of them active .
Now in 1981 there are at least 51 .
On the next pages we list them .

But we see other indexes of growth,
too-more kinds of kites to fly and
make, more kite shops opening at
what seems a feverish pace, more
readers of Kite Lines than ever .
What is happening here? And how

do we know? Any single locality or
kite or club is not indicator enough
in itself . It's the global view that
reveals the phenomenon .

HOW THEY RUN
What is an association, anyway? It's
a question that arises because kite
clubs seem to be less "associated"
than most. They are independent,
diverse and fascinating . Some of
them seem to be the creations of
strong-minded personalities . Some-
times quietly, these people do the
work . Their investment of time,
energy and resources, which builds
each year, earns them few rewards
except those occasional riches-great
days full of fine kites and friends .
That's what it's all about .
And yes, the leaders earn the right

to influence and control, too, operat-
ing as kindly despots in a mine-field
of kite egos . It is well to set aside
illusions when you "join" a club
and exchange your trust and perhaps
a few dollars for the distinction
which "membership" affords you .
Clubs are mutual endorsement sys-
tems. If, however, everybody under-
stands the rules, they are usually
lots of fun .
In kiting, there are many shades

and grades of "association," includ-
ing some that are no more than in-
dependently printed publications or
volunteer auxiliaries of kite shops .
Some of these de facto clubs are
more reticent than others, anticipat-
ing misinterpretation of motives . It
happens, however, that some of
these agents provide quite well for
the interacting functions of a club
without either sharing responsibility
or assuming bureaucratic overlay
(the double sides of advantage/dis-
advantage in association control) .
An example is the shop Let's Fly a
Kite in Marina del Rey, CA, which
everyone knows is kite headquarters
in the Los Angeles area . Another
case is the San Francisco Bay Area
Kite Flyer newsletter, which (like
Kite Lines) avoids "club" pretenses.

WHY A LIST?
It would be presumptuous-even
ridiculous-for us to "judge" kite
associations in any way, and we list
them in these pages as an informa-
tion service only . However, all
except the smallest clubs produce
publications which have reading
value to "outsiders" that is worth
examining. Often printer's ink not
only glues a group together but
carries forward the focus of interest
and becomes (let us be bold in
saying so) product .
As such, kiting bulletins can be a

source of serendipitous delights . We
recommend that you sample them .
In fact, we go so far as to say that
the true enthusiast will feel that
some of them are required reading
and deserving of support .
And of course if you live near a

club and have not been aware of it
till now, we are happy that Kite
Lines may be your introduction .

DOING THE SURVEY
We have tried to reach all clubs
with this survey, but 100% response
is never to be expected . We have
listed only clubs we know to exist .
Unfortunately, a number of non-

responding clubs are still in our file
pending verification . Definitive as
we want this directory to be, we
see that it will always be in flux as
new groups form and old groups
fade away . Change is a constant in
kite clubs as in everything else .
Of special interest are several

incipient kite clubs, still in the
early nucleus stages, which we have
not included but look forward to
adding at our next survey .* And
very probably there are kite groups
in existence that we've never heard
about before-but we hope to!
We have noted as "chapters"

those clubs which have so identified
themselves. Not many did so at this
time, a situation which might
change if the national organizations
begin work on chapter development .

MISSING INFO?,
Where information is missing from
our listings (as for example, where
no dues, newsletter or membership
card are given), it's because the club
either doesn't offer them or didn't
answer our questions.

DUES
Note that we have given all dues in
the currency of the association's
country (for example, not convert-
ing to U .S . dollars from Australian
dollars) . Also some associations
have lower dues for family or junior
members. We have printed only the
one-year single adult rate . Also, over-
seas and airmail services are a great
expense for the club and should be
added to dues where appropriate .

OFFICERS, ET AL
Most of the associations are young
and small (66% were founded in
1977 and after) and did not fill out
the "officers" section of our survey .
In particular we found that election
of officers was the exception to the
rule . Elections, along with all other
benefits, vary from one kite club to
another and no benefit should be
taken for granted unless there is
specific information to the contrary .

THE NUMBERS
In listing kite publications and
clubs together, we caution against
comparing membership figures to
circulation figures . A single "sub-
scription" often equals two or more
"members." Also note that "circula-
tion" is a combination of subscrip-
tion and over-the-counter sales for
many publications . We asked the
associations in our survey to give us
the number of member-households
on their rosters and we have printed
the numbers which they gave us .

LOOKING AHEAD
Kite Lines will update the club direc-
tory from time to time . Kiters, seek
out your fellow fliers! Then thank
us by telling us and others you did .

Continued. . .















For the Record
INDOOR RECORD BROKEN
A team of three kiters of the Washington
Kitefliers Association in Seattle set a new
world's record for duration of flight in-
doors on February 9, 1981 . Carl Brewer
and Tom Sisson, joined this time by Bob
McCort (President of WKA), broke their
own previous record of 9 hours 13 min-
utes with a 39-hour 53-minute flight. The
site was again Seattle's Kingdome and the
time was almost exactly a year after the
first effort . The feat took place during
home games of the Seattle Sonics basket-
ball team and was mentioned at half-times .

Dave Checkley sent his observations :
"The kite (glider) was made of con-

denser paper and balsa, 261/2-inch wing-
span (the same as the World Class Indoor
Competition model airplane), 32 inches
long, 190 square inch lifting surface
and 5'h grams in weight (about five times
that of the typical World Class airplane
model, strengthened to withstand the
stress of repeated pull-ups) . It had been
made in about eight hours by Carl Brewer .

"When Bob McCort was flying, a pull-
up took 12 seconds, release 28 seconds
and total cycle 40 seconds . A pull-up
brought the kite from a furthest-out 80
feet to a straight-up 40 feet . A 40-second
cycle gives 90 cycles per hour . The record
of 39 hours 53 minutes represents about
215,390 cycles. Bob was pulling about
two feet at a time, so on this basis there
were 4,307,400 separate pulls-and each
time the wings were stressed . Each of the
three fliers pulled an average of 1,435,800
times-between naps in a sleeping bag on
the floor. No wonder their arms were sore!

"The first attempt on February 6-7 was
terminated when the kite broke up after
seven hours . Carl repaired and reinforced it
and started again at 3:00 a.m. February 7 .

"The main problem was string occa-
sionally dragging on the concrete floor,
picking up abrasive dirt and grit, which
was ground into the string during the
pulling action ."
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Bob McCort on duty during indoor record flight .



BATTLE STRATEGY:

KITE
MODEL

AIRPLANE
By Walt Whippo

To do some quiet, Sunday flying I had
tamed my 24-by-30-inch Korean fighter
kite with twin paper ribbons . I was fly-
ing from an extreme downwind corner of
a large field to avoid interfering with the
radio-control airplane fliers who occason-
ally share the field with me . They prefer
to fly upwind, so we usually stay out of
each other's way easily .

Once in a while on these occasions the
temptation becomes irresistible and a
model plane flier sends his craft down-
wind to circle my kite in a mock attack,
but always at a safe distance . I know the
modeler who does that is bluffing . I can
build or repair my kites quickly at prac-
tically no expense. The radio fliers, in
contrast, have an investment of hundreds
of dollars and as many hours in their
planes. That had always kept them from
being too bold-until today .

The roaring passage of a model plane
right through the ends of my kite tails
did no damage but was startling. I watched
the intruder bank and turn for another
pass, and suddenly I knew who my
attacker was: a young competitive flier of
superb skill, a compulsive contest winner,
a natural aggressor. What chance would
my bamboo-and-paper kite have, handi-
capped as it was by the stabilizing tails?
None at all, unless my attacker should
succeed in clipping the tails off ; then the
kite would at least be able to maneuver in
the traditional manner of fighter kites.

My first impulse was to reel the kite in
quickly, but then this unique challenge
caught my fancy and I started letting out
line rapidly . I hoped that my opponent's
judgment would get worse as the kite
went higher and farther away from him .
That seemed to be what was happening ;
as the kite rose higher his attacks missed

by increasingly wider margins and I began
to feel more comfortable as the kite
reached an altitude of around 500 feet .

I remembered the Naval Barrage Kite
of World War II, flown on steel lines to
destroy marauding aircraft . I let out line
knowing that my opponent was concen-
trating on the location of the kite and on
flying his plane, and I hoped that he
would overlook the fact that a 40-lb .-test
nylon line connected the kite to me . He
kept making pass after pass, sometimes
coming very close to the kite line, and I
thought, "Sooner or later . . ."

Then it happened. I felt a sharp tug on
the line, so hard that it almost took the
reel out of my hand, and the kite dipped
violently. The model plane had hit the
kite line with a wing tip . The kite recov-
ered instantly, unhurt, but the plane
started down in a flat spin accompanied
by shouts of alarm and consternation
from the modelers . Halfway to the ground
the flier regained control and immediately
brought his plane down to a very rough
landing, so he could inspect it for damage .

I tied the kite line to a post from which
the kite could fly unattended . I was, all at
the same time, angry at the attack, proud
of my kite, apprehensive of the damage I
might have caused and full of exultation
over my victory. I made myself go to the
other end of the field to sympathize with
the loser. I forced myself to look dismayed .
A little chivalry in victory, I reminded
myself, shows good breeding . I held my
grin back and apologized to my opponent
for causing him such a humiliating defeat,
and honestly did my best to sound sincere .
Then I turned and walked back to my
kite and that grin, finally released, spread
all over my face .

In the war when you had five aerial
victories you became an ace . I had one
down and four to go .
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GEORGIA

Billy Davis sends two reports :
On March 29-30, 1980, Helen, Georgia,

was graced with the presence of one of
England's premier kite designers-Nick
Morse (cover of Fall 1980 Kite Lines) .
Mr. Morse brought a wide selection of his
wonderfully constructed kites-a six-foot
Cody war kite, a Cody compound, an in-
credible 16-foot tetrahedral and several
beautiful flares .

Due to unfortunate circumstances, at-
tendance was embarrassingly low . Imagine,
Nick Morse's American debut with only
eight kitefliers present!

The Kite Site in Helen is the sole dis-
tributor of Nick's Skycraft deltas, Malays
and hexagonal kites .

It seems that the communications gap
between kitefliers in the great state of
Georgia is about to end . The Gone With
the Wind Kite Club of Atlanta is now

open for business . Even though our club
is still in the early stages of birth, our
plans are strong and far-reaching . We
intend to have regularly scheduled month-
ly flights and a newscard for the exchange
of ideas and information. Georgia fliers
who are interested, write to the GWTW
Kite Club, 1836 Harper Road, Atlanta,
GA 30318 .

NEW YORK

The East Meadow in New York City's
Central Park has been kite-busy this spring .

On April 11, the Department of Archi-
tecture of the City College of New York
ran a competition for first-year students
flying kites made as a design problem .

Intermittent rain and variable winds
didn't stop the fliers, who ran in heats for
the jury of architects and artists .

Prizes were architecture-related books
and drawing instruments for kites in eight
categories, including "most humorous,"
"noisiest" and "sexiest ." Coordinator and
professor of architecture Cynthia Peterson
presided as dozens of kites were flown,

including a centipede, while a brass band
played "the best music of the last 600
years" by Scott Joplin, Mozart and others .

On May 3 in the same location, a kite
bash organized by the Go Fly a Kite shop
was held in honor of Will Yolen, President
of the International Kitefliers Association .

At 73, Will is retiring from competitive
kiteflying, but he came out to enjoy a
fine sunny day and light breezes . A good
crowd enjoyed the low-key occasion and
non-serious prizes .

On hand were New York kiters Caleb
Crowell and Frank Rodriguez . Frank flew
his fighter kites and a large compound
model covered in Tyvek° . From East
Orange, NJ, came Marty Lowell, who
flew his new horseshoe crab kites and a
delightful tiny train of multicolored stars.
A number of buzzer-equipped Bermuda-
style kites were seen-and heard . Mel and
Valerie Govig from Baltimore, MD, flew
assorted kites, including the Kite Lines
star and an experimental box .

At midafternoon, the American Park-
insons Disease Association presented Will
Yolen with an award for his contributions
to kiteflying .

Will has recently moved from New York
to his daughter's home and would enjoy
letters addressed to him at 31 School
Street, Box 27, Hatfield, MA 01038 .

OREGON

A tremendous turnout estimated at 5-7000
people came to Portland's Waterfront
Park on March 8 and brought the city
alive to kites as never before . All three
television stations covered it and The
Oregonian did a major full-color story on
kites and kiteflying locally .

Soaking up some glory were W . O .
(Stormy) Weathers with his Winged Vic-
tory and Star Victory kites, the skilled
fliers from Grandmaster Kites and Grant
Raddon of Wind Play kite gallery who
handed out 500 used kites as "loaners"
for the festival . This method assured parti-
cipation and hooked new kitefliers at the
same time .

On this occasion and others this spring,
Grandmaster Kites demonstated its new
procedures for handicapped persons to
fly kites from wheelchairs .

Continuing Sunday afternoon flies are
being held at Waterfront Park for people
of all ages and kiteflying experience .

Above, British kiteman Nick Morse demon-
strates his craft at the 4th Annual Alpine Kite
Festival in Helen, GA, in 1980 . The 31-year-old
painter-turned-flier is making his first appear-
ance in the U .S. Below and right are scenes at
Will Yolen's kite day in New York's Central
Park . Crowds fly kites and surround Yolen
(Karen Schlesinger of Go Fly a Kite is at right) .
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